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Abstract: Agile development processes based on user stories often face issues such as incomplete,
inconsistent, and inaccurate user requirements, which increase the workload of agile development
teams and reduce the efficiency of product function development, ultimately resulting in the inability
to respond quickly to user requirements. This paper proposes a user requirement quality assessment
method based on user stories to address these problems. This method relies on the agile development
process, constructs a user requirement quality assessment framework, defines a user story model and
a user requirement quality model, develops seven user requirement quality assessment criteria, and
designs a user requirement quality assessment process. A data experiment exploring the development
of smartphone requirements is used to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the method. The
experimental results demonstrate that the method improves user requirement quality to some extent,
providing an automated solution for agile development teams to enhance user requirement quality.

Keywords: user requirements; quality assessment; user stories; agile development

1. Introduction

Agile development is a prominent research direction in requirements engineering.
Recently, novel advancements in theory have emerged, while abundant practical expe-
rience has been obtained in various enterprise operations in the Internet and big data
environments [1]. At its core, agile development is a development method that responds to
quickly changing user requirements through iterative, small-scale, and rapid development
and functionality delivery, ultimately allowing for a rapid response to user requirements
and the continuous optimization of function design [2]. Compared to the traditional wa-
terfall approach, agile development has a significant advantage in dealing with unclear
or changing requirements, and can greatly minimize the risk of costly user requirement
changes in the later stages of project development [3].

The successful implementation of agile development in a project relies on the efficient,
rapid, and accurate flow of information between organizations or members [4]. Of all kinds
of information, user requirements are of the utmost importance, serving as the core of
agile development teams. Inaccurate requirements can impede progress, drastically impact
the quality of the delivered product, and even damage the morale of the development
team. Consequently, high-quality user requirements can be seen as a “catalyst” that
provides a solid foundation in the early stages of a project, bolsters the positive feedback
of iterative development, leads the entire project development process in a virtuous cycle,
and ultimately results in a product that effectively meets user needs. Requirements play
a crucial role in project development across various fields. For example, in research on
optical wireless communication systems based on smartphone cameras, the technology
requirements of smartphone cameras play a critical and leading role in generating solutions
for optical camera communication [5]. In the field of the model-based design of cyber-
physical systems, traceability from requirements to the model to the simulation results has
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become increasingly important [6]. In the development of mobile learning applications,
inappropriate technology requirements will affect the quality and increase the development
cost of mobile learning applications [7]. Additionally, in the Internet environment, users
can add their comments as feedback in the mobile application store, and this feedback can
be considered a requirement and analyzed through natural language processing to improve
the software quality and functionality of mobile applications [8,9].

In agile development, user stories are commonly used as the source of user require-
ments instead of traditional requirement specifications. A user story is composed of three
elements, namely role, activity, and value, and is usually expressed as “What ‘Activity’ a
‘role’ wants to accomplish to achieve what ‘Value’” [10,11]. By collecting a large number of
user stories, agile development teams can quickly comprehend user requirements, allowing
for rapid response and iteration. However, in many project practices, the agile development
process with user stories as a tool is not always implemented smoothly [12,13]. This is
mainly due to the wide source of user requirements, as well as different cultural back-
grounds, abilities, and cooperation degrees of users, causing most of the collected user
stories to be incomplete, inconsistent, and inaccurate, thereby reducing the usability of user
requirement information and seriously affecting the efficiency of agile development.

The traditional approach to these problems involves setting guidelines prior to collect-
ing user stories. The INVEST (independent, negotiable, valuable, estimable, small, testable)
principles provide a framework for evaluating the quality of user stories [14]. Agile teams
typically analyze user stories through manual review after collection and by filtering out
qualified stories for development. While these strategies improve quality to some extent,
they are impractical when the number of user stories is large. Investing too much time
and effort in review can burden the agile team, impeding iteration speed and making it
difficult to meet requirements on time. Thus, given the pragmatic requirements of agile
development practices, it is critical to construct a scientific, automatic, and effective user
requirement quality assessment method to assist agile teams in improving requirement
quality and development efficiency.

The main contribution of this paper is the construction of a user requirement quality
assessment method based on user stories in agile development. By constructing a user
story model and combining it with the INVEST criteria, seven user requirement quality
assessment criteria are established, and a user requirement quality model is generated. This
achieves a transformation of the concept of “user requirement quality” from abstraction
to concreteness and from qualitative to quantitative, providing an automated solution for
user requirement quality assessment in agile development. Through a data experiment
on smartphones, the feasibility and effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper
are confirmed.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows: related works are re-
viewed in Section 2; the framework of user requirement quality assessment is introduced in
Section 3; the model design is detailed in Section 4; the experimental results are discussed
in Section 5; the summary and prospects of this study are discussed in Section 6.

2. Related Works

As an important part of the entire project development lifecycle, requirement engi-
neering plays a crucial role in project quality assurance. Requirement quality is considered
one of the most significant factors in determining the success of project development. In
recent years, a growing body of research has been devoted to the study of requirement
quality. This section provides a review of recent research on requirement quality, with a
focus on the definition of requirement quality, its assessment, and its relationship with
project development outcomes.

(1) Definition of requirement quality

Requirement quality refers to the degree to which requirements satisfy the needs of
stakeholders and meet the goals of project development. In other words, high-quality
requirements are those that clearly and unambiguously describe what the system needs to
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carry out without any inconsistencies, conflicts, or omissions [15]. Quality requirements
are typically characterized by completeness, consistency, correctness, clarity, and testabil-
ity [16]. They should be able to provide a clear and precise specification of what a system
should do, what it should not do, and how it should behave under different conditions [17].
The definition of requirement quality has been given new connotations through the con-
tinuous efforts of researchers. Calazans et al. [18] defined low-quality requirements as
“requirements smells” and confirmed the existence of requirements smells in the quality
requirement specifications classified by ISO/IEC 25010 by analyzing 26 institutional reg-
ulations of a large public financial institution. Eugenio et al. [19] extended the definition
of requirement quality in the temporal dimension and developed an industrial method
for analyzing the evolution of requirement quality, which is implemented in the system
quality analyzer tool. Although the definition of requirement quality is constantly being
refined and innovated, the applicability of requirement quality definitions has not yet been
matched and modified in the field of agile development, and relevant mathematical models
and assessment methods for requirement quality have not been established.

(2) Assessment of requirement quality

Assessing requirement quality is an essential task in project development [20]. Nu-
merous methods and techniques have been proposed for requirement quality assessment.
These methods can be broadly classified into two categories: subjective and objective.
Subjective methods involve human judgment and expert opinions, such as manual re-
views [21,22], walkthroughs [23,24], and surveys [24,25]. Objective methods, on the other
hand, employ automated tools and formal techniques, such as static analysis [26], natural
language processing [27–30], machine learning [20,31], and deep learning [32]. Objective
methods have gained increasing attention due to their advantages of automation, repeata-
bility, and scalability. Wang et al. [33] proposed an approach to automatically detect defects
in requirements. By utilizing structural, syntactic, and semantic analysis, this approach
can automatically improve the quality of requirements. Valentin et al. [31] developed a
novel and flexible approach for assessing requirement quality based on machine learn-
ing techniques that can be adapted to various environments, projects, organizations, and
quality standards. Gregorius et al. [32] utilized deep learning methods to investigate the
impact of diverse software domains on quality attribute prediction. This approach can
assist users in identifying quality attributes in their requirement writing. Although these
objective methods have improved the efficiency of requirement quality assessment, the
evaluation results of requirement development teams are still important indicators that
cannot be ignored in agile development practices. Therefore, it is necessary to combine
subjective and objective requirement evaluation methods to improve the applicability and
effectiveness of addressing requirement quality issues in agile development.

(3) Relationship with project development outcomes

Requirement quality has a significant impact on project development outcomes, such
as development costs, user satisfaction, and project success [30,34,35]. Low-quality require-
ments can lead to project development failures, project delays, cost overruns, and customer
dissatisfaction [25,36]. High-quality requirements, on the other hand, can facilitate the
development of systems that meet user needs, are easy to use, and have good performance
and reliability [26,37]. Therefore, ensuring requirement quality is essential to achieving
project development success. Eman et al. [25] conducted a survey of Egyptian software
development practitioners through questionnaires and revealed the association between
requirement quality and software development success rates. Furthermore, Amalinda
et al. [30] evaluated the efficacy of IBM’s requirement quality assistant tool in aiding the
requirement quality assessment of Bosch requirement engineers, and suggested applicable
improvement recommendations. Emil et al. [36] interviewed 20 project practitioners, in-
cluding requirement engineers, developers, and testers, and found that when they dealt
with requirements they considered to be of low quality, they experienced negative emotions,
more work, and additional communication, which indirectly led to problems such as slow
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project progress and low completion quality of development tasks. As seen, requirement
quality is a key factor that influences project development outcomes. Researchers in agile
development also need to focus on requirement quality issues, and targeted requirement
quality assessment methods need to be proposed.

In general, there exists a plethora of research on requirement quality in requirements
engineering, yet few studies have focused on modeling and analyzing the user requirement
quality assessment process in agile development. Agile development is distinct from other
requirement engineering approaches because it emphasizes faster response and iteration
of user requirements and functional design, thereby necessitating higher requirement
quality. Drawing on the extant research, this paper proposes a user requirement quality
assessment process and constructs a user requirement quality assessment method, which is
a pioneering and significant endeavor in agile requirement engineering.

3. User Requirement Quality Assessment Framework

The agile development process is illustrated in Figure 1, which is extended with the
overall framework of requirement quality assessment in this paper. When the requirements
are not clearly specified, the project team should start by identifying target users and
forming a target user group. Subsequently, user story cards are distributed to the target user
group, and the purpose and standards of filling in the cards are explained to them. After the
user story cards are filled out, they are collected back by the project team. Then, the quality
of user requirements is automatically evaluated by computers, and only qualified user
requirements are fed into fast development. Finally, the product or function is delivered to
the user, and the rapid iteration of product development is achieved through user feedback.

Figure 1. Framework for user requirement quality assessment in agile development.
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As illustrated in Figure 1, the quality assessment of user requirements is conducted
from two perspectives: individual user requirements and overall user requirements. Based
on seven quality assessment criteria, the process is divided into three steps. First, an
individual user requirement is assessed from four aspects: complete, consistent, simple,
and accurate. Second, unqualified requirements are fed back to the users and modified.
Finally, the overall quality assessment of all requirements with partially qualified quality
is conducted from three aspects: robust, unique, and harmonious. Fully qualified user
requirements are generated by adding, deleting, and modifying requirements. The seven
assessment criteria are further explicated in the following section.

4. Model Design

In agile development, a user story is the primary vehicle for conveying user require-
ments. Agile development teams organize target users to fill in user story cards and obtain
more detailed user requirements after analyzing a large number of user story cards. There-
fore, this paper constructs a user story model and user requirement quality model to realize
the quantitative analysis of requirement quality assessment.

4.1. User Story Model

The user story is an essential tool utilized in agile development to enable developers
to rapidly acquire user requirements. An illustration of a user story card is presented in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. User story card.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the front of the card outlines the three essential elements of
the user story: “role”, “activity”, and “value”. “Role” explains the individual (or user) of
the user story. “Activity” specifies the activity the user wishes that needs to be complete
or the demands of the feature. “Value” outlines the aim or the benefit to the user after
completing this activity. The back of the card provides the regulations and acceptance
criteria for the user story. If the system’s response adheres to the rules or acceptance criteria
of the user story when the events given in the acceptance criteria occur, then the user story’s
requirements have been met.

Combined with the definition of the user story, the user story model is constructed, as
illustrated in Equation (1):

US = (〈R, A, V〉, 〈C, E, RE〉) (1)

where R is the “role” of the story, A is the “activity” of the story, V is the “value” of
the story, and V points to a requirement goal in the requirement goal set G, denoted as
V → Gi. 〈R, A, V〉 forms the description on the front of the user story card. C represents the
“condition” of the user story, E represents the “event” of the user story, and RE represents
the “result” of the user story. 〈C, E, RE〉 forms the validation information on the back of
the user story card.
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New energy vehicles (NEVs) are vehicles that utilize alternative energy sources as
their primary power source. These alternative energy sources include electricity, hydrogen
fuel cells, and hybrid technologies. NEVs can reduce—or even eliminate—emissions and
dependence on fossil fuels, and play an important role in the transition toward sustainable
transportation. Table 1 is an exemplary user story model used to elucidate the functional
requirements of NEVs.

Table 1. Example of a user story model.

The description on the front of the user story card

R Camping enthusiast

A Use the new energy vehicle to connect external electrical equipment and use batteries for
the power supply

V Can use electrical equipment more easily while camping

The verification information on the back of the user story card

C The new energy vehicle has the function of reverse power supply
E Go camping and use appliances
RE Can directly use my new energy car to power my appliances

4.2. User Requirement Quality Model

User requirements are expressed through user stories, and the quality of these re-
quirements is determined by the accuracy and clarity of these stories. Therefore, INVEST
guidelines for writing user stories can be used as a reference for assessing the quality of
user requirements. Combined with several key attributes of quality requirements outlined
by Lloyd [16], this paper proposes seven criteria for assessing the quality of user require-
ments from both individual user requirement and overall user requirement perspectives,
as depicted in Table 2.

Table 2. Assessment criteria for the quality of user requirements.

Object No. Criteria Statement

Individual user
requirements

1 Complete The six variables of the user story model are
described completely.

2 Consistent The user story model is expressed by specified
formats and keywords.

3 Simple The information in the variables of the user
story model cannot be divided.

4 Accurate There are no fuzzy words in the user story
model.

Overall user
requirements

5 Robust Each requirement goal is covered by at least one
user story model’s value.

6 Unique There are no duplicate user story models.

7 Harmonious There is no conflict between any two user story
models.

According to the above criteria, the user requirement quality model is constructed, as
shown in Equation (2):

URQ = (〈S1, S2, S3, S4〉, 〈S5, S6, S7〉) (2)

where S1 ∼ S7 represent the performance of user requirement quality under criterion 1
to criterion 7, respectively. 〈S1, S2, S3, S4〉 constitutes the quality performance set of the
individual user requirements, while 〈S5, S6, S7〉 constitutes the quality performance set of
the overall user requirements.
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Since the processing of user requirement expression involves natural language process-
ing technology, this paper further defines the calculation methods of S1 ∼ S7 in combination
with the natural language toolkit in Python, as illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3. Calculation methods of S1 ∼ S7.

Symbol Calculation Method
Mathematical Expression

Qualified Unqualified

S1

When none of the six variables
in a user story model is empty,
it is regarded as qualified and

unqualified in other cases.
(R 6= ∅) ∩ (A 6= ∅) ∩ (V 6= ∅)∩
(C 6= ∅) ∩ (E 6= ∅) ∩ (RE 6= ∅)

(3) Others

S2

When all four conditions are
met, it is regarded as qualified
and unqualified in other cases.

S2C1 ∩ S2C2 ∩ S2C3 ∩ S2C4
S2C1 : R contains only nouns and quantifiers
S2C2 : A contains the subject− verb− object structure
S2C3 : V contains the verb− object structure
S2C4 : nouns are derived from the specific corpus

(4) Others

S3

When all three conditions are
met, it is regarded as qualified
and unqualified in other cases.

S3C1 ∩ S3C2 ∩ S3C3
S3C1 : R contains only one noun
S3C2 : V contains only one verb− object structure
S3C3 : not contain “and′′, “or′′, “( )′′, “[ ]′′

(5) Others

S4

When there are no fuzzy words
FW in the six variables, it is
regarded as qualified and
unqualified in other cases.

(FW 6⊂ R) ∩ (FW 6⊂ A) ∩ (FW 6⊂ V)∩
(FW 6⊂ C) ∩ (FW 6⊂ E) ∩ (FW 6⊂ RE)

(6) Others

S5

When each requirement goal is
covered by at least one user

story model’s value, it is
regarded as qualified and
unqualified in other cases.

∀G, ∃V → G
(7) Others

S6

When the semantic similarity
between each pair of US is less

than the preset semantic
similarity threshold simp, it is

regarded as qualified and
unqualified in other cases.

∀simij

(
USi, USj

)
< simp

(8) Others

S7

When there are no two user
story models with the same E
and RE but different C , it is

regarded as qualified and
unqualified in other cases.

¬∃
[
USi(E, RE) = USj(E, RE), USi(C) 6= USj(C)

] (9) Others

It should be noted that the calculation method of S6 utilizes a semantic similarity
calculation method based on the vector space model [38]. This method is capable of rapidly
calculating semantic similarity within a certain scope of text, and the principle will not be
discussed in this paper. Through this model, the abstract nature of user requirements can be
made concrete. Coupled with the customization algorithm, a large number of user stories
can be processed by a computer automatically to quickly calculate the qualified quality of
individual user requirements and the overall user requirements under the seven criteria. In
conclusion, the automatic quality assessment of user requirements in agile development
with user stories as the primary source of requirements can be achieved.

5. Experimental Results

To verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method in this paper, this
study invited 20 smartphone users from different industries and age groups to fill out
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user cards, and used all the user cards filled out by the users as input data to validate the
effectiveness and feasibility of the model. The specific process is as follows:

Step 1—Generating the user requirement framework of the smartphone: By analyz-
ing the functional features and specification parameters of the smartphones, this paper
summarizes the user requirements framework of a smartphone, as shown in Table A1 in
Appendix A. This framework contains a total of 34 requirement items divided into 4 cate-
gories (appearance, usability, economy, and entertainment). These requirement items can
help users fill out user story cards, and serve as the requirement goal of agile development
teams to continuously guide the research and development of products and the design
of functions.

Step 2—Organizing users to fill out user cards based on the smartphone requirement
framework: The research group organized a special seminar, and invited 20 smartphone
users from various industries and age groups to participate. The user requirement frame-
work for smartphones was provided as a reference, and user story cards filled out by the
participants were collected and analyzed. A total of 136 user stories about smartphones
were obtained, and Table 4 presents an example of one of these user stories.

Table 4. A user story created by a smartphone user.

No. 2.5.1 Category: Usability

The Description on the Front of the User Story Card

R As a travel enthusiast
A I want to use the smartphone to wireless charge other devices at 100 watts of power

V So that I can wireless charge other devices quickly without a power outlet outdoors
using the smartphone.

The Verification Information on the Back of the User Story Card

C Given the smartphone is equipped with high-power wireless reverse charging
E When I use the smartphone to charge other devices wirelessly
RE Then other devices can be charged quickly

Step 3—Manually assessing and annotating the quality performance of user stories:
The 136 user stories were manually assessed according to seven criteria, and their com-
pliance with the quality assessment was marked. The results of the manual assessment
were used as a benchmark dataset to support the validation of the effectiveness of the
method, as shown in Figure 3, where the circled numbers indicate the criteria numbers for
requirement quality assessment, the black squares represent “unqualified”, and the white
squares represent “qualified”.

Step 4—Assessing the quality of user stories with the proposed model and determining
the statistical experimental results: By evaluating the requirement quality of 136 user stories
using the proposed method in this paper and comparing the results with the manually
labeled data, experimental data were obtained to verify the effectiveness of the model, as
shown in Table 5, where TP represents the number of cases that were manually annotated
as “qualified” while the model assessment result was also “qualified”; FP represents
the number of cases that were manually annotated as “unqualified” while the model
assessment result was “qualified”; FN represents the number of cases that were manually
annotated as “qualified” while the model assessment result was “unqualified”; and TN
represents the number of cases that were manually annotated as “unqualified” while the
model assessment result was also “unqualified”.
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Figure 3. Manual assessment results of requirement quality for 136 user stories.

Table 5. The experimental results data after statistical analysis.

Criteria Individual User Requirement Overall User Requirements
Total

Category 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© 7©

Appearance

TP 34 18 23 25 1 0 1 102
FP 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 7
FN 0 8 7 3 0 0 0 18
TN 1 6 3 5 0 1 0 16

Usability

TP 42 25 28 29 1 0 1 126
FP 0 4 2 2 0 0 0 8
FN 0 7 8 5 0 0 0 20
TN 1 7 5 7 0 1 0 21

Economy

TP 19 11 12 12 1 0 0 55
FP 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 5
FN 0 3 4 3 0 1 0 11
TN 0 3 2 3 0 0 0 8

Entertainment

TP 37 20 26 25 0 1 0 109
FP 0 4 2 2 0 0 0 8
FN 0 9 7 6 0 0 0 22
TN 2 6 4 6 1 0 1 20

Step 5—Calculating the metrics used to validate the effectiveness of the model: In
this paper, the accuracy rate A, precision rate P, recall rate R, and F1 score are used to
analyze the effectiveness of the model. The F1 score harmonizes the precision rate P
and recall rate R, providing a more comprehensive assessment of the effectiveness of
the model. The calculation results of the metrics for model effectiveness are presented
in Table 6 and Figure 4.
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Table 6. The calculation results of the metrics for model effectiveness.

Criteria Individual User Requirements Overall User Requirements
Total

Index 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© 7©

TP 132 74 89 91 3 1 2 392
FP 0 13 7 7 0 0 1 28
FN 0 27 26 17 0 1 0 71
TN 4 22 14 21 1 2 1 65
A 100.00% 70.59% 75.74% 82.35% 100.00% 75.00% 75.00% 82.19%
P 100.00% 85.06% 92.71% 92.86% 100.00% 100.00% 66.67% 93.33%
R 100.00% 73.27% 77.39% 84.26% 100.00% 50.00% 100.00% 84.67%
F1 1.0000 0.7872 0.8436 0.8835 1.0000 0.6667 0.8000 0.8879

Figure 4. Line charts for A, P, R, and F1 scores.

Step 6—Calculating the effect of the model on improving requirement quality: To
verify the feasibility of the proposed model in this paper, the improvement in requirement
quality after applying the model was calculated. The effect of the quality improvement
is shown in Figure 5, where subfigures (a)–(e) represent the quality improvement in the
aspects of appearance, usability, economy, entertainment, and average values found in
the user stories, with red bars indicating the original requirement quality and blue bars
indicating the improved requirement quality.
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Figure 5. Bar chart of the requirement quality improvement effect.

Step 7—Analyzing the experimental data and drawing conclusions: By analyzing the
above experimental results, the following three conclusions can be drawn:
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(1) The model demonstrated good overall effectiveness. Based on Table 6 and Figure 4,
the proposed user requirement quality assessment method in this paper achieved average
A, P, and R of 82.19%, 93.33%, 84.67%, respectively, and an average F1 score of 0.8879,
on 136 samples of user stories, demonstrating its effectiveness on this test dataset. The
experimental data also showed the following characteristics: (a) The model achieved 100%
accuracy and an F1 score of 1 in the testing of criteria 1 and 5. This is because the user story
cards were used to collect user requirements, and the user story model can clearly divide
the various elements in the user stories, which can then be processed by the computer.
This method greatly reduces the burden of manual review and the possibility of errors.
(b) The model performed relatively poorly in the testing of criterion 6, with an F1 score of
only 0.6667. This is because the value of simp in Equation (8) was set too low, resulting in
two user stories with slightly similar semantics being judged as unqualified. Therefore, by
testing the F1 score under multiple simp values, the accuracy of the model on criterion 6
can be improved.

(2) The model has a significant improvement effect on the quality of user stories.
Figure 5 illustrates that overall, user stories in the four aspects (appearance, usability, econ-
omy, and entertainment) showed a significant quality improvement in the seven assessment
criteria, with improvements ranging from 2% to 100%, and the average requirement quality
score was improved by 10.01%. This reflects the feasibility of the proposed model in im-
proving the quality of user story requirements. However, in criterion 7 of economy, there
was an outlier in the effect of quality improvement. After analysis, it was found that since
criterion 7 evaluates the overall quality of the requirements, a single misjudgment by the
model can lead to the entire requirement being deemed unqualified. This problem can
be solved by improving the user requirement quality model, which will be the focus of
future research.

(3) The model design that integrates multiple technologies demonstrates improve-
ments. Compared to the existing research on requirement quality definitions [15–19], this
study innovatively adopts a modeling approach to model the seven commonly recog-
nized requirement quality attributes in the field of requirement engineering. Mathematical
formulas are used to express the definition and calculate the requirement quality, prompt-
ing a shift from qualitative to quantitative approaches in requirement quality research.
Compared to subjective methods for requirement quality assessment [20–33], this study
integrates natural language processing to design an automated process for requirement
quality assessment, which greatly improves the efficiency of the assessment process while
demonstrating its effectiveness and feasibility. Compared to objective methods for require-
ment quality assessment [25,26,30,34–37], this paper collects user requirements as inputs for
the requirement quality evaluation model through user stories used in agile development.
This solves the problem of nonstandardized requirement descriptions due to broad sources,
improves the consistency of data, and further enhances the model’s feasibility. The above
three aspects collectively demonstrate the innovation and advancement of this study.

6. Summary and Prospects

This paper proposes a method for assessing user requirement quality in agile devel-
opment. By constructing the user requirement quality assessment framework, designing
the user requirement quality assessment process, constructing the user story model based
on user story cards, building the user requirement quality model, and designing the
requirement quality assessment method, the problem of low-quality user requirements
encountered in agile development is addressed to some extent. The method demonstrated
good performance in a data experiment on smartphone user requirements, with A, P, and R
of 82.19%, 93.33%, 84.67%, respectively, and an F1 score of 0.8879. The average requirement
quality score improved by 10.01%, demonstrating the effectiveness and feasibility of the
method. This provides an automated solution for agile development teams to effectively
improve user requirement quality.
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However, there are still some shortcomings in our work. For example, the assessment
of the overall requirement quality needs to be further quantified, further optimization
needs to be conducted for the parameter settings in the model, the scalability of user
requirement quality assessment criteria needs to be improved, and the applicability of the
user requirement quality assessment method in large-scale complex high-end equipment
agile development needs to be further explored. In future work, we aim to advance
the user requirement quality assessment model to achieve higher levels of accuracy and
applicability. Specifically, we plan to apply the model in the acquisition of high-end
equipment requirements, such as those associated with new energy vehicles. Additionally,
we aim to develop a user requirement quality improvement tool by integrating natural
language processing. The tool will provide agile development teams with improved work
efficiency, allowing them to more effectively address the challenges involved in improving
user requirement quality.
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Appendix A

The user requirement framework of a smartphone is shown in Table A1.

Table A1. User requirement framework of a smartphone.

Requirement Category Functions/Attributes Unit

1. Appearance

1.1 Screen size inch
1.2 Screen curvature degree
1.3 Screen ratio percentage
1.4 Foldable screen Boolean
1.5 Secondary screen size inch
1.6 Body color type
1.7 Camera arrangement type
1.8 Body material type
1.9 Weight gram
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Table A1. Cont.

Requirement Category Functions/Attributes Unit

2. Usability

2.1 Screen quality (refresh rate/resolution/color
accuracy) hertz /ppi /∆E

2.2 Storage GB
2.3 Battery endurance hour
2.4 Charging time (0–100%) minute
2.5 Wireless charging/reverse wireless charging watt
2.6 Dual SIM/5G type
2.7 WIFI/infrared/Bluetooth/NFC type
2.8 Biometric identification type
2.9 Waterproof and dustproof grade IPXX
2.10 3.5 mm headphone jack Boolean
2.11 Communication encryption Boolean

3. Economy

3.1 Selling price EUR/USD
3.2 Failure rate percentage
3.3 Warranty period month
3.4 Maintenance price EUR/USD
3.5 Recycling price EUR/USD
3.6 Free charger/protective case boolean

4. Entertainment

4.1 Large game framerate/temperature f/s/°C
4.2 Game mode type
4.3 Loudspeaker power watt
4.4 Photographic pixel pixel
4.5 Zoom magnification number
4.6 Various photography modes type
4.7 Equipped with a stylus Boolean
4.8 Operating system ecology type

Note: “type” indicates multiple optional types, and “Boolean” indicates equipped or not equipped.
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